
Business challenge

Searching and filing UCCs is a crucial part of lien perfection, but assembling that 
information, and rekeying it multiple times is a drain on time and resources. 
Working between multiple systems, gathering data from external sources, rekeying data 
into one system, and then copying that data back to another system results in decreased 
employee productivity, higher risk of data entry errors, and delays in closing loans.

iLien UCC APIs

iLien UCC APIs allow for the seamless transfer of data between iLien and your current 
system. Use your existing lending system to define your workflows and make changes as 
necessary. You can benefit from an end-to-end automated solution that integrates loan 
processing with lien processing to optimize your workflows.
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Lien Solutions 

iLien UCC APIs  
Seamlessly integrate with iLien to enable faster search and filing, 
eliminate manual data rekeying, and reduce cost

Lien Solutions APIs automate 
your proprietary systems or 

commercial off-the-shelf lending 
system by seamlessly integrating 

with iLien UCC filing and 
iLien search.

Interface types

UCC filing interface: Integrate your lending system with our UCC filing services. 
Our pre-built, plug-and-play modules are compatible with many of the most 
popular systems on the market. Additionally, we have a best-in-class professional 
services team who can partner with your development team to assist with a 
custom interface solution that can integrate with proprietary lending systems.

Search interface: Easily query UCC and/or corporate name information and push 
the search results directly to your lending system.

UCC search interface

Corporate name verification (CNV) interface

Support both UCC-1 & UCC-3 filing with this interface

Backend image extraction interface: Export UCC filing images for automatic 
import to your lending system.

*Additional types of search available; speak with your sales rep for full list
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Key features

• Modern design in the form of microservices that are resilient to component failure 
and easier to scale to fit business needs

• Representational State Transfer (RESTful) APIs implemented in JSON that are fast, 
lightweight, and scalable

• Highly secure authentication and authorization backed by the Open Authorization 
(OAuth) 2.0 standard to access restricted resources

• Dedicated interface support team to provide consultative assistance throughout 
development process and post-launch support

• Uses the Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) encryption for secure 
communication between systems

• Comprehensive list of APIs for various searches and filings of UCC records during 
the loan origination lifecycle

• Rich documentation including the API specification, integration guide, and plenty 
of sample codes

• A dedicated testing environment for API testing before the official integration

How to get started

The process to get started depends on the interface type you want and the capabilities 
of your lending system. If your system can “plug & play” into an existing interface that has 
already been integrated with iLien, then it’s possible to get connected in just a few days. 
Please contact your account representative to learn if your lending system 
interface qualifies for a “plug & play” connection.

For a custom integration, contact Lien Solutions to complete a non-disclosure 
agreement (NDA) and gain access to our API documentation. Once a statement of work 
(SOW) is signed, Lien Solutions will provide the credentials necessary to access our API 
in a sandbox environment. 

The value of collaboration 
with Lien Solutions

When you work with the Wolters Kluwer 
Lien Solutions Professional Services 

team, you benefit from industry-leading 
professionals ready with automated tools 

and expert knowledge. We seamlessly 
implement our services with minimal 

disruption to your core business activity, 
so you realize time and cost savings 

more quickly.

Benefits

Reduce cost 
to serve

Simplify solution integrations 
to improve efficiency

Work in your familiar system 
while leveraging the power 

of iLien

Reduce errors from 
manual data entry

Keep data synchronized and 
current between systems
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For more information about our solutions and 
organization, visit WoltersKluwer.com.
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Customer success story

A national financial institution integrated the iLien UCC filing API in less than 2 months 
with one fully dedicated resource.

Implementation: Our customer went from a manual process to a fully automated 
workflow—where they can file UCCs directly from within their loan system—in just 
six weeks.

Benefits:

• Immediate 25% gain in process efficiency and 20% reduction in data entry errors

• Seamless integration removed the need to rekey lender information

• Single entry of data resulted in greater accuracy

• Loan processing team can use internal systems to perform filings

• Customer increased volume by 3x, enabling divisional team to meet growing demand

• Reduced manpower needed to file liens allowed for increase in 
customer-facing activities

Gain efficiencies and increase productivity 
by seamlessly integrating your lending 

system to iLien. To learn more, contact your 
account manager or call +1.800.833.5778.


